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BNP Paribas: Financing of Nuclear Projects
Lessons from a recent Experience 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
organized by the Bulgarian Nuclear Society

“NEW NUCLEAR POWER in BULGARIA”
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BNP Paribas Group:BNP Paribas Group:

North America
10,430 Staff
240 locations

Latin America
1,335 Staff
44 locations

Europe
69,380 Staff (53,200 in France)
2,800 locations (2,597 in France)

Africa
5,860 Staff
266 locations

Middle East
755 Staff
28 locations

Oceania
360 Staff
9 locations

Asia
4,470 Staff
85 locations

Present in over 85 countries and structured around the world’s major financial
markets with a total staff of over 90,000

2003 Financials: One of the strongest Banking Groups
  Net Banking Income: €17,935 mio (+6.8%)
  Gross Operating Income: €6,650 mio (+13.9%)
  Net Income Group Share: €3,761 mio (+14.1%)
  Cost/Income Ratio: 62.9% (-2.3points)
  Return on Equity After Tax: 14.3%
  International Solvency Ratio (Tier one): 9.4%
  Capitalization €45bn+
  Rating: S & P   AA-   Positive Outlook

Powerful brands

Strong franchises

Comprehensive
Service Offerings

The

leading

Finance

&

Investment

Bank

 in the

 EURO Zone
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BNP Paribas in Bulgaria – major developments

“Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas”
(name later changed to  Banque Paribas)
leads “the Bulgarian Syndicate” for infra-
structure, defense and industrial
financings, lead manager for bonds

Creation of BNP-Dresdner Bank
(Bulgaria) AD 40% BNP, 40% Dresdner
Bank and 20% EBRD

Universal Bank with large corporate
credit portfolio, major capital market
positions with Head Office in Sofia and
Branches in Varna & Bourgas, gets “Bank
of the Year” award in the year 2000

Paribas arranges 1st  international bond
issue after Bulgaria’s debt restructuring
(EUR 50 million for Sofia Municipality,
listed in Luxembourg)

1994

1998

2000 to 2004

After merger between BNP and Paribas
the group becomes # 1 bank in the
EURO-zone and takes over 100 % of
banking operations in Bulgaria, name is
changed to BNP PARIBAS (Bulgaria)
Service offering is expanded into
Corporate Finance, Trade Center, Energy
& Commodities, FX Derivatives, Export &
Project Finance and Debt Products, with
sector focus on Corporate&Institutional
Clients. The bank becomes the leading
Finance & Investment Bank in Bulgaria
BNP Paribas is mandated sole exclusive
advisor of the Bulgarian government for
the privatization of the seven electricity
distribution companies

1994 to 2000

2002

1896 to 1914
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Frame Conditions for Atomic Energy
in Finland
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The TVO model could be Europe’s answer to soaring power
needs and environmental issues:

Countries are today confronted
with a major dilemma

• Blackouts in 2003 in the US, Scandinavia and
Italy were a stark reminder that the world has
yet to figure out how to meet:

Soaring power
needs + Environmental

issues

TVO: a local answer to a global problem?

• The unique nature and status of the
Finnish National Power System

• An example of sustainable growth?
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Additional nuclear power provided by TVO will allow
Finland to answer key strategic issues

Satisfy an increasing demand at
reasonable cost

Demand rose by 25% over the last ten
years

Reduce dependence on imported energy

While 29% of energy supply stems
from domestic sources…

…71% is provided by imports
(49% from Russian gas)

Help meet Kyoto environmental
requirements

Since Nuclear is an essential
component of the Finnish
national electricity strategy

Additional nuclear
power provided by

TVO will
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The decision to build a new nuclear power plant resulted
from a smooth process…

Fins have indeed accepted the nuclear concept since the focus of
nuclear R&D has always been on:

Safety;

Operational performance of the NPP

Management and disposal of waste

This consensus – which could become a benchmark – stems from two
facts:

A historic role of nuclear energy in Finnish electricity production
High load factor
No incident up to now
Competitive cost

A smooth ratification process
Ratification by the Parliament in May 2002 of the construction of a 5th

NPP unit in Finland (the 3rd for TVO)
Ratification – at the same time – of the solution for final disposal of
the spent fuel of the third NPP
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Section 2
TVO : Recent Lessons from the
Financing of the Fifth NPP in
Finland
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TVO is responsible for the construction of a new nuclear
unit – Olkiluoto 3

…operates Olkiluoto 1 and 2

2 x 840 MW BWR, Westinghouse Atom

Commercial operation started respectively in 1979 and in
1982

Modernization led to an 18.3% power level increase in 1994-
98

…and is responsible for the construction of a new nuclear
unit, Olkiluoto 3 (1650 MW for this sole tranche), following
parliamentary approval in May 2002

Teollisuuden Voima Oy…
Established in 1969
Produces electricity for
its    shareholders
Permanent staff 500
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TVO retained an unusual economic model for most
countries, but fairly common for Finland

TVO allocates to its shareholders all its power production at cost
price, in proportion of their respective stake.

Through “articles of association”, each TVO’s shareholder is
severally but not jointly liable for costs.

TVO provides a unique form of deregulation:

An answer to the dominance of the public utility: FORTUM OY.

An answer to the needs of competitive industries (metalworking
firms, paper mills,…)
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BNP Paribas’s Experience with Finland’s TVO (1)

TVO is a non-profit electricity producer, generating 20% of
Finland’s electricity needs

TVO’s shareholder structure is dual combining strong private and
public consortia

TVO already owned and operated two nuclear power plants, built
between 1970 and 1980 on the west coast of Finland with total
capacity of 1680 MW

Private Sector
UPM-Kymmene
Nordic Energy

Stora Enso
M-Real

58%

Publc Utility 
Fortum Oy 

27 %

City of Helsinki and
other municipalities

15 %

TVO
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BNP Paribas’s Experience with Finland’s TVO (2)

A 3.2 billion Euro project

Due to TVO high profile shareholders, a hybrid structure of
financing has been retained

0.7 Billion Equity from shareholders

The debt component of the funding was initially met solely with a
2.5 billion EUR syndicated bank facility, underwritten by five banks

This facility was partially refinanced by:
ECA’s support amounting to 0.6 billion EUR (17 years)
Several Nordic & various financial institutions (0.4 billion Euro)

The debt was structured based on the financial quality and firm
commitment of the shareholders

In that successful transaction, BNP Paribas acted as
Lead Bank of both the syndicated facility  (together with
JP Morgan Chase) and the French export credit (Coface)

BNP Paribas played a key role in the
financing of the Olkiluoto 3 NPP in Finland
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What TVO’s Experiences Demonstrated:

Structure: Quality and firm Commitment of the
shareholders

Not a project finance approach due to the
sensitivity of nuclear power for non-recourse
financing with many banks and ECAs

Marketability: limitations for banks, ECAs,
multilateral organizations
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TVO’s Experience : Conclusions

Need to integrate financial dimension early in the process,
parallel to industrial and technological approach

Need to define :
owning / operating company : the same ?
Shareholding structure
owner’s / operator’s responsibilities

Need for a Global Approach of the Debt Structure through
ECAs and Commercial Facilities

Maximize the ECA portion
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Appendix

Export Finance & BNP Paribas’ expertise
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Export Credit: The most advantageous option

With the cover from ECAs Export Credit gives:

Long tenor financing

up to 20 years door to door including construction period

At a preferential fixed or floating interest rate.

Maximum flexibility vis-à-vis utilisation

the facility could be drawn down during the construction period according to the
payment terms of the contract

Release of commercial loan facilities for the uncovered (by ECAs) portion

Recommendation:

Maximisation of the ECA portion in the total financing of the project.
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Basic Scheme for Buyer’s Credit

Buyer / BorrowerB N P   P A R  I B A SB N P   P A R  I B A S

Exporter

Export Credit Agency

Commercial
Contract

Credit
Agreement

Deliveries
Payments

Insurance /
Guarantee

Borrower / Guarantor

For political
/commercial risk
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The choice of suppliers for the contract determines the basic
parameters of the Export Credit scheme:

Skoda ⇒ can be financed through EGAP facility.

Framatome ⇒ can be financed through COFACE facility.

AECL⇒ can be financed through EDC facility.

Ansaldo Enegia ⇒ can be financed through SACE facility.

Hitachi ⇒ can be financed through JBIC / NEXI facility

Westinghouse ⇒ can be financed through US EXIM facility.

As an example of BNP PARIBAS’ expertise in Export Finance,
we here-describe :

the US EXIM process

the COFACE process

Basic Scheme for Buyer’s Credit
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If Government of Bulgaria considers a U.S. supplier,
either for the conventional island and/or the nuclear
island, BNP Paribas New York would be ready to
be the Arranger in a U.S Ex-Im Direct Loan.

Purpose: To finance up to:
 85 % of eligible US content,
Local Content up to 15% of the eligible US and
foreign content,
100 % of the Ex-Im Bank Exposure Fee if
agreed by Ex-Im Bank.

Arranging a direct Ex-Im Bank loan would bear
interest at the Commercial Interest Reference Rate
(CIRR) used by all major ECAs.

US Export Credit : Ex-US Export Credit : Ex-ImIm direct Loan direct Loan
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Prepare official
application to Ex-Im

Bank.

Prepare official
application to Ex-Im

Bank.

Issue of Ex-Im Term-Sheet.
Loan documents negotiation.

Issue of Ex-Im Term-Sheet.
Loan documents negotiation.

Due Diligence with Ex-Im Bank
to prepare Board Memo.
Financial Analysis, etc..

Due Diligence with Ex-Im Bank
to prepare Board Memo.
Financial Analysis, etc..

Government of Bulgaria
instructs BNP PARIBAS to

approach Ex-Im Bank.

Government of Bulgaria
instructs BNP PARIBAS to

approach Ex-Im Bank. Financial CloseFinancial Close

2 -3  months 1-2  months

Starting of the
completion of the

contract

Starting of the
completion of the

contract

U.S. Equipment: Ex-Im ProcessU.S. Equipment: Ex-Im Process

1 or 2 weeks

Ex-Im Board
Approval

Ex-Im Board
Approval

2 - 4 weeks

Disbursement ProcessDisbursement Process

End 2005
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BNP PARIBAS added value in the US EXIM processBNP PARIBAS added value in the US EXIM process

We believe a proposal for the US Ex-Im Bank Guaranteed Loan could be
very competitive considering current market conditions and could be
arranged in a reasonably short period of time.

US Exim Arranger role:
General tasks: acting as liaison officer and advisor to all parties; receiving,
maintaining and reviewing for compliance all documents required to be submitted
to US Exim;

Specific monitoring and reviewing tasks during disbursement and repayment
period

6 Professionals in New York, dedicated to the Ex-Im Bank Market, with 40
deals closed in the last 6 years.

Strong administrative expertise of middle and back offices in reviewing
documentation according to US Ex-Im Bank guidelines, ensuring the early
detection of potentials problems and compliance in a timely fashion with the
borrower’s funding needs.

Close and well developed relationship with US Ex-Im Bank including the
Asset Management, Credit Review and Operations, Trade Finance and
Structured Finance departments, facilitating a close coordination and an efficient
transaction development from the negotiation of credit agreement through final
disbursement.

Established position world wide as a leader in structured and multisource Export
Finance transactions with a strong track record in ECA transactions.
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If Government of Bulgaria considers a French supplier for the

Plant, BNP Paribas would be ready to be Arranger and Lender of

a French Export Credit facility

General Terms and Conditions:

 Amount: up to 85% of the Commercial Contract, plus a flat and

financed Coface Premium

 Tenor : the aggregate of a 5 year drawdown period and an up

to 15 year repayment period, I.e. 20 years door-to-door (subject

to approval by the French Authorities).

 Interest rate: either floating or fixed (“CIRR”) during the entire

credit duration.

French Equipment: Coface Export CreditFrench Equipment: Coface Export Credit
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Arrange official application for the
approval and support on the

transaction from COFACE and
French Ministry of Finance

Arrange official application for the
approval and support on the

transaction from COFACE and
French Ministry of Finance

Preparation and discussion of a
detailed term sheet to include all
the terms and conditions of the

financing to be arranged by BNP
PARIBAS, in line with the
commitment of the French

Authorities

Preparation and discussion of a
detailed term sheet to include all
the terms and conditions of the

financing to be arranged by BNP
PARIBAS, in line with the
commitment of the French

Authorities

Review any document, including the
commercial contract with the objective of
presenting the project  to COFACE and
of obtaining their commitment in a timely

manner and with the most favorable
terms and conditions for Borrower

Review any document, including the
commercial contract with the objective of
presenting the project  to COFACE and
of obtaining their commitment in a timely

manner and with the most favorable
terms and conditions for Borrower

Negotiation and setting up of the
Coface Loan documentation

Negotiation and setting up of the
Coface Loan documentationGovernment of Bulgaria

mandates BNP PARIBAS
to approach Coface

Government of Bulgaria
mandates BNP PARIBAS

to approach Coface

1 or 2 weeks

Approval of the terms and
conditions of the export
credit by the Borrower

Approval of the terms and
conditions of the export
credit by the Borrower

2 months 1 month

Starting of the
completion of
the contract

Starting of the
completion of
the contract

French Equipment: Coface ProcessFrench Equipment: Coface Process

End 2004

Hypothesis: June 2004
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BNP PARIBAS added value in the BNP PARIBAS added value in the CofaceCoface process process

Well known and monitored procedure experienced successfully over the years.

BNP PARIBAS scope of work in the Coface approval process toinclude the following
steps:

Fill-in the Coface application form (linked to potential French equipment)
describing the contract. Request for a fixed CIRR rate

Coface analyses over the transaction and Borrower.

Coface and French Administration (DREE) hold a « Commission des
Garanties », in which the transaction is approved, and the CIRR rate fixed for 4
months.

Coface issue a « Promesse de Garantie » valid for 4 months, in which Coface
commits to guarantee the transaction and to grant a fixed interest rate.

After signature of the contract, the BNP PARIBAS signs with Borrower a Buyer
Credit Agreement setting all characteristics of the facility.

Timing Issues:

Evolution of CIRR rate and evolution of Euribor: window of opportunity

Leverage in obtaining the best terms from French Authorities is stronger before
Contract signing
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 BNPP’sBNPP’s Unmatched Expertise in Agency Financing Unmatched Expertise in Agency Financing

 Extensive multisource experience working with 28 Export credit
Agencies

Global portfolio: approximatively EUR 11 billion

EUR 2 billion additional booking per year

 ATRADIUS, Holland

 BNDES, Brazil

 CESCE, Spain

 COFACE, France

 COSEC, Portugal

 DUCROIRE,Belgium

 ECGD, United Kingdom

 ECIO, Greece

 EDC, Canada

 EFIC, Australia

 EGAP, Czech Republic

 EKF, Denmark

 EKN, Sweden

 ERG, Switzerland

 EXIM Bank of Thailand

 FINNVERA, Finland

 GIEK, Norway

 HERMES, Germany

 IFTRIC, Israel

 KEIC and KEXIM, Korea

 KUKE, Poland

 MEHIB, Hungary

 MEXIM and MECIB, Malaysia

 NEXI and JBIC, Japan

 OEKB, Austria

 SACE, Italy

 SINOSURE, China

 US EXIM, United States
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Summary & Conclusions:

Need to mandate one bank with a global view and in-depth financial
knowledge of the Nuclear sector.

BNPP has an excellent record and credentials in Nuclear Power Plant
Projects internationally and in the local energy sector.

Very Recent Experience as a Lead Bank for the Fifth Nuclear Power Plant in
Finland

BNPP has a proven track record as Provider of rapid and efficient ECA
financing in terms of:

managing in parallel the number of ECA contractual relations,

so as to provide “matching opportunities” between the ECAs and

leverage to improve their terms and conditions, and to

harmonize them in one set of unified  legal documentation.

No cost to the Government of Bulgaria until the signing of the Facility
Documentation.

The Advantages of Mandating 
BNP Paribas as a lead bank and arranger for NPP Belene:


